MEDICAL HOTEL

®

Abano - Teolo (PD) Italia

LIFESTYLE:

NUTRITION, HEALTH AND EXERCISE
“Not only more years to live, but also more life to your years!”

WELL-BEING ASSESSMENT - BASIL MENU - WILD NATURE

“HEALTH AND PLEASURE FOR A HOLIDAY
THAT SHALL IMPROVE YOUR LIFE”

Introduction
Improving the health of our guests is the main goal of our efforts during our guests’ stay at Ermitage
Bel Air - Medical Hotel. In order to achieve this goal, we use :
The Thermae, with through the Mud, Water and Steam from our natural springs
Massage therapy, thanks to the expert hands of skilled operators.
Physical rehabilitation and physical medicine, thanks to the work of our orthopaedic, neurological
and metabolic specialists, and a complete medical team and thanks to the support of expert
physical therapists and motor science professionals.
Patients are encouraged to exercise on a one-on-one basis, in Thermal Water or in the Gym, to
lead them back to enjoy active life in complete safety: this is true for all our guests, young and less
young, fit or less fit, able or less able.
However, nowadays there is an important “medicine” that we all need to integrate into any
rehabilitation and prevention protocol, and its name is

LIFESTYLE.
The pathologies connected with a bad lifestyle are due to sedentary habits, stress and bad eating
habits, and are the first cause of death in the Western world. Managing psychological stress,
promoting human interaction, moving and eating healthy foods at all ages are the rules of a correct
lifestyle, and the best way to love ourselves and protect our present and our future.
If your holiday and our warm welcome are meant to cater to your need for relaxation and human
relations, there are other small tricks that may help you improve your lifestyle and discover that
Health and Pleasure can coexist in the kitchen and in your everyday life.

Knowing and respecting Oneself
Knowing and respecting Food
Knowing and respecting Nature

Knowing and respecting Oneself

“A WELL-BEING ASSESSMENT”
Everyone has a calendar age and a biological one. Being biologically younger than one’s calendar
age is an effective way of achieving a longer, more pleasant and more rewarding life. Daily habits
can positively influence our biological age, making us younger. Before this, however, it is necessary
to assess our biological age, to know our starting point.
Biological age can be calculated by measuring certain physiological parameters directly, and then
having them interpreted by skilled medical professionals.
Our centre is ready to help our guests who wish to have this assessment of their biological age
made, with the following tools: blood tests, bioelectrical impedance analysis of body composition
(fat mass-lean mass ratio), digital analysis of basal metabolism (monitoring of resting oxygen
consumption), direct measure of the aerobic capacity (heart rate during exercise), anthropometric
measurements, digital analysis of walking gait.
Our professionals shall help our guests with the tests and explain the results. Then, thanks to the
data collected with the tests, our guests shall be given a customised diet as well as a customised
training and physical exercise regime that shall satisfy their health requirements. Interested guests
can ask our medical staff for information and get a complete physiological check-up.

Knowing and respecting food
“BASIL MENU”
Our restaurant service includes à la carte and buffet meals. Our food mainly follows the
Mediterranean diet, with a strong emphasis on Italian and Venetian cuisine. New technologies
allow us to keep the use of fats and high temperatures to a minimum, while preserving the taste
of food and a careful choice of staples guarantees tasty and healthy dishes.
However, to help our guests to choose and to act consciously, we adopted a simple, natural and
Mediterranean tool, a basil leaf: Basil Menù®
ALIMENTAZIONE
I prodotti migliori ed i più avanzati metodi di cottura per una cucina naturale,
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Basil Menù accompagna l’ospite secondo i suoi bisogni e desideri grazie a tre
diversi percorsi nutrizionali disponibili: Enjoy, Balanced & Veggie.

Servizi inclusi nei programmi di dimagrimento e soggiorno
SOGGIORNO sistemazione in camera doppia con trattamento di pensione completa.
CURE visita medico specialistica di
ammissione e dimissione Dietologica,
Test Metabolico, Regime Calorico Per-

sonalizzato con Basil Menù, assistenza
sanitaria per la durata del soggiorno,
accesso al circuito Cardio Fitness.
OSPITALITÀ tutti i servizi di ospitalità
gratuiti previsti dal listino hotel.

Informazioni
VALUTAZIONE SCIENTIFICA
Università degli Studi di Milano, Dipartimento di Fisiologia Umana.
Direzione: Prof. Arsenio Veicsteinas.
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BASIL MENÙ The best products, the most advanced cooking techniques, the direct

collaboration with researchers from the Universities of Milan and Padua all contribute
to the creation of an optimal and healthy menu, customised to the needs ad wishes

of our guests, thanks to its 3 nutritional versions available: Enjoy, Balanced & Veggie.
THE ENJOY LINE. The Enjoy line includes local traditional dishes that are exclusively designed
for the pleasure of tasting a meal, without calorie restrictions and without excluding any food.
The Enjoy line is recommended for younger people, and should be associated with an especially
active, non-sedentary lifestyle.
THE BALANCED LINE. The Balanced line includes foods that make for a sensible and balanced
nutrition. This menu is available to all our guests, irrespective of age and lifestyle, and includes
all possible ingredients, used following the latest nutritional and preventive medicine guidelines
published by the World Health Organisation strictly; this means, in particular: 1) correct daily and
weekly balance of fats, proteins, carbohydrates and fibre intake according to the dictates of the
food pyramid; 2) limited 1600 calories daily regime (excluding bread and additional seasonings);
3) limited inclusion of red meat and animal fats.
VEGGIELINE. Thanks to our direct collaboration with some of the leading Italian experts of vegan
and raw foodism cuisine, we developed the Total Vegan line. This line was developed to satisfy the
taste and physiological or ethic requirements of some of our guests and does not use ingredients
of animal origin. Our fantasy in creating appetizing dishes shall allow even the most sceptical of
our guests to discover that Total Vegan can be tasty, as we linked our recipes to the traditions,
tastes and ingredients of the past, when fish, meat, dairy products and eggs were a luxury and
common people had to make do with cereals and legumes.
NB: in order to get a customised, low calories diet or one that takes into account any known
allergies and food intolerances, please inform our restaurant staff and/or consult our medical
staff.

Knowing and respecting Nature
“WILD NATURE”

N ATURA V IVA
100%

Italian

Selection

From our farmers directly brought to you by Ermitage Bel Air

As far as possible, and taking into account our guests’ needs, the cuisine at Ermitage makes use of
seasonal, natural and organic produce.
We pay particular attention to the organic origin of the products and raw foods that we use, so
we made an effort to know our suppliers well and to create a truly special working relationship.
In order to be sure of the products we use every day, and also with the intent of helping Italian
micro-productions that we consider of superior quality and deserving of being defended, we try
to reduce the supply chain to a minimum, and in some cases we buy our produce directly from
the farm.
When the person who creates a food is also the person who grows its main ingredients, without
going through industrial processes and without involving the wholesale industry, the result is an
excellent product in terms of quality, authenticity and craftsmanship. A unique taste, a cultural and
natural experience. Products with these characteristics are selected thanks to ongoing searches
throughout the local and Italian food and wine world, and all to develop the WILD NATURE line.

Az. Agricola Borgoluce. Valdobbiadene (TV)

If you like our menus, and you wish to bring them home with you, please
ask the restaurant staff how to buy the Wild Nature products.
PRODUCTS SELECTION

IL PROSECCO BORGOLUCE. It is produced by an organic farm located in the heart of the Prosecco DOC
production area of Valdobbiadene. No fining agents of animal origin are used in this wine, which maintains the
natural characteristics of prosecco DOC.
THE TERRA DEI LIVII HONEY. Produced a few kilometres away from our hotel, this honey is produced by a
family that has been keeping bees in Torreglia for generations. The different honeys that we offer every month are
fresh products that reflect the changing seasons and the seasonal flowers available to the bees.
THE LA BAITA JAMS. A small organic farming concern in the province of Imperia, in the Liguria mountains
facing the sea, hides a small treasure. Thanks to a mild, Mediterranean micro-climate that promotes the growing
of citrus fruits and berries, this family-run concern supplies us with excellent marmalades, jams and chutneys.
Everything is hand-made, using exclusively fruit grown on site, and hand-packaged.
THE VALNOGAREDO OLIVE OIL. Italian olive oil is an exceptional product in terms of taste and health, and
it is also one of the most counterfeited products in the world. We buy our oil directly from the olive press, to offer
our guests a guaranteed, 100% Italian cold pressed extra-virgin olive oil, that is truly local and produced exclusively
with the olives from our hills.
PAOLO’S BREAD. Our bread, whatever the shape, is baked in a small, traditional bakery in the heart of the
city of Padua. It is a hand-made product, baked fresh every morning in compliance with ancient, almost forgotten,
baking traditions that require a slow and natural rising of the dough, the use of natural sour dough starter, with
no other leavening agents. This bread can be digested more easily and, thanks also to the fact that it is baked with
whole wheat that does not require any salt addition, it is tasty and healthy, with low glycaemic content.

THE BUSCHE MILK. In our bar, kitchen, breakfast room, and everywhere else, including where some services
have become automated, Ermitage exclusively uses milk coming from the Dolomites Mountains of the Veneto
region. Our whole or semi-skimmed fresh milk is delivered every day by the producers consortium of BUSCHE, a
small mountain village where most of the inhabitants raise cows and make cheese.
100% ITALIAN WHOLE WHEAT PASTAS Sgambaro, Gragnano, Benedetto Cavalieri. Only the best Italian
pasta makers have been selected by our chefs to offer our guests high quality products, crafted with Italian durum
wheat and characterised by slow cooking and low glycaemic index.
THE TACCHI RICE. We use a local product to enhance the taste of our risottos. From the rice fields of Grand
Torto di Gazzo, we purchase a small crop of Italian rice, grown in our region, a product that tells an old story of
farming traditions that must be preserved.
THE MOLINO QUAGLIA SWEET PASTRIES, CAKES AND FLOURS. Cakes and sweet pastries are
baked in our kitchens using flours from Molino Quaglia.
CAFFÈ SUPERIORE “TORREFAZIONE DUBBINI” - PADUA. Caffè Superiore is the crown jewel of
Torrefazione Dubbini, a gourmet brand launched by the historic Diemme Spa coffee roasting company: this coffee
is a superior mix of five different coffee varieties, each coming from a single source: Ethiopia, Mexico, Costa Rica,
Brazil and India. Coffee is selected in the field, transported and roasted with meticulous care, and then placed in
bags manually, in the exact quantities requested and without storage, in order to maintain its properties intact and
consistent. This special blend is designed to be tasted with pastries, as it is low in acidity and has a rich, non invasive
flavour. Caffè Superiore is served only in the best Italian bakeries, directly selected by the manufacturer.
HANDMADE CHOCOLATE “THEO CACAO” - ESTE. This is the result of a dream created by an excellent
local chocolate master who still works by hand starting with the best Venezuelan cocoa beans. His goal is to enhance
both the flavour and the acknowledged health benefits of chocolate in a natural way, without using hydrogenated
fats. The products of the Theo Cacao workshop were chosen by Caffè Florian in Venice and are now available also
for the Ermitage Hotel clients: Lo Spalmabile, with 40% PGI hazelnuts from Piedmont, Il Carenero, gourmet dark
chocolate with 75% cocoa and the delicious, hand-made Gianduiosi.

NATURA VIVA FOR ‘SHOPPING’
BORGOLUCE
- Prosecco Superiore BRUT

€ 15.00

- Prosecco Superiore CRU

€ 18.00

TERRA DEI LIVII
- Miele / Honey 250 Gr.

€ 6.00

FRANTOIO VAL NOGAREDO
- Oil Extra Virgin Euganean Hills 500 Ml.

€ 12.50

- Oil Extra Virgin Euganean Hills DOP 500 Ml.

€ 15.00

LA BAITA
- Marmellata / Jam 310 Gr.

€ 7.50

- Composta / Chutney 150 Gr.

€ 8.00

- Sciroppo / Syrup 350 Ml.

€ 12.00

TORREFAZIONE DUBBINI
- Caffe’ Superiore Dubbini Macinato per Mocha Tradizionale 250 Gr.

€ 15.00

- Caffe’ Superiore Dubbini Tostato (Toasted Beans) 500 Gr.

€ 15.00

THEO CACAO
- Vellutata 40% Nocciole IGP del Piemonte (Cacao & Nuts Cream) 150 Gr.

€ 9.00

- Confezione Ciocco Gianduioso box 200 Gr.

€ 10.00

- Confezione Degustazione Carenero 75% box 25 mini bar da 10 Gr.

€ 22.00

- Tavoletta Singola (Single Chocolate Bar) Carenero 75%

€ 8.00

To buy the products of our selection, directly in the hotel, please apply to us:

Mauro
Barman

Stefano
Maitre d’Hotel

Massimiliano
Vice Maitre
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Ermitage Bel Air - Medical Hotel
Via Monteortone 50,
35037 Abano-Teolo (PD)
Regione Veneto, ITALIA

Free for Europe

www.medicalhotel.it
www.ermitageterme.it
med@ermitageterme.it

Tel. +39 049 8668111
Fax. +39 049 8630166

